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Cat → C-eht. [NZ & AU]Sick - unless someone is actually sick, sick means good. Start by re-reading this entire article out-loud with the accent. Simply raise your voice towards the end of a sentence, exactly like you were asking a question. Aussies replace the hard T sound with a short, almost gutteral noise instead of a full "tuh" sound. Also used
instead of "Bro" [NZ]Dole - Unemployment benefit [NZ & AU]Esky - A chilly bin (you take it to a barbie filled with your favourite brews). As such, it is closely related to the modern Cockney accent, but with a bit of twang. [AU]Mate - The generic term for any person you like or have forgotten their name 'Hey mate lets go to the pub'. 'Hey Kath, chuck a
few sausies on the barbie?' [NZ & AU]Bogan - An Australian version of a redneck. Remember when you encounter Australian things - like giant spiders or snakes - don't act scared. 9 Develop a soft, playful, and twangy tone of voice. Think of getting a little louder, and a little higher pitched, with the last syllable. Running → Runnin' Eating → Eatin' Ring
→ Rin' 7 Raise your voice towards the ends of words. If you're having trouble finding it, say the words "uh-oh." The noise is the small, sharp stop you make between the two sounds, like you voice was just cut short. Smiling will make your vowels sound much more nasally. When you say the word, "right," you want to sound more like "r-eye." Practicing
"trimming" the T sound to perfect your accent. As you listen, note a few things about how they speak: What sounds are representative of the accent as a whole? 'That wave was fully sick, mate!' [NZ & AU]Spit the dummy - Throw a tantrum. One vocal coach suggests you imagine your tongue laying over an exercise ball. Many people put on a little
"twang," adopting some of the speech patterns of a southern accent or a cowboy, to distinguish the Aussie accent from a British one. 'Hey Shelia, wanna go to the beach this arvo?' [NZ & AU]Bach - Holiday home [NZ & AU]Barbie - A BBQ. 4 Curb the T from the end of words. Rather, the whole sentence just flows out calmly and coolly.[4]
Advertisement Sydney Central YHA Our heritage-listed building, opposite Central Station, is ideally positioned near the Sydney Airport Train line, Darling Harbour, Chinatown and the Powerhouse Museum. Your cover will be blown. Then, raise the pitch of your voice towards the end of words.[3] 10 Listen carefully to native speakers and their
accents. It’s very important, it needs to be ‘cam ya farm’ - they need to match.” 1 Adjust your pronunciation of "i" to sound more like the i in "oil." This is one of the more important shifts you'll make. 11 Keep your intonation steady, quick, and soft. Your voice drops a little bit, almost sounding like an "uh" at the end of the word. [NZ & AU]Reckon Absolutely, yes. You don't make percussive, rhythmic sounds. to sound more like an "eh." Hat → H-eht. Just like in any other country, there are multiple accents and ways of speaking, so listening to Australian speakers, shows, and songs is the best way to keep practicing. You can add a little twang by smiling when you practice the accent. 6 Cut off the
G from any "-ing" ending word. While this takes some practice, you may notice that you lips move outward a bit when you get it right, flatting the O-shape your mouth makes for an A. For the Aussie accent, try and make a similar sound without touching your tongue to the rough of your mouth. Here, the R sound is subtle because the word ends in an
E. A woman has offered her amusing pronunciation guide to speaking like an Australian.Tiffany Krylov, from Melbourne, said the best way to perfect an Aussie accent is to simply replace any word ending in “er” with “a”.WATCH IN THE VIDEO ABOVE: Tiffany teaches you how to speak like an AustralianFor more Lifestyle related news and videos
check out Lifestyle >>“Now it’s common knowledge that people struggle with this accent but I have the smallest but easiest tip to get you on your way to sounding like an Australian,” she said in her now-viral TikTok video.“Basically all you have to do is follow the rule that any word that ends in ‘er’ now ends in an ‘a’.”Tiffany Krylov, from Melbourne,
said the best way to perfect an Aussie accent is to simply replace any word ending in “er” with “a” Credit: Tiffany Krylov/TikTokShe shared some of her examples, which included summer, winter, flower, loser, w***er and tosser.”“Summa, winta, flowa, losa, w***a, tossa,” she pronounced.Her video has since been viewed more than 400,000 times with
many amused Aussies agreeing with her rule.“There’s spanner, hammer, shower, trailer and banger but we pronounce them as spanna, hamma, showa, traila and banga,” one woman wrote.Another said: “Nailed it, good on ya.”While one added: “Septemba, Octoba, Novemba and Decemba.”In a follow up video, Tiffany explained an “Australian way” to
“tell someone to relax”.“The next time you see someone stressing or overeating for no good reason, instead of saying ‘relax’, you can say ‘calm your farm,” she said.“Now for an important note, Australians don’t usually pronounce the ‘L’ in calm so it’s more like ‘cam’. Most Australians do not sound like the Crocodile Hunter. Advertisement 3 Soften a
soft A into an "eh" sound. [NZ & AU]Sausies - Sausages, you put them on the barbie [NZ & AU]Stoked - Excited [NZ & AU]Strewth - Another exclamation - 'Did you see the size of that shark? Picture a long, constant stream of words coming out -- much like the entire sentence is one whole word. Instead, calmly back away and look chill. Aussie accents
have personality, so add a playful and happy tone when speaking. [NZ & AU]Ripper - Really great 'You little ripper!' [AU]Servo - Service station, petrol station. I'm a marketing intern currently down-under, I love travelling, campervans and who knows, one day I might even move to Australia or New Zealand!Main image: Aussie bloke in cork hat by
Tfarrell6 [GFDL or CC BY-SA 3.0], via Wikimedia Commons; Steve Irwin by Richard Giles [CC BY-SA 3.0], Crocodile Dundee by Eva Rinaldi - Crocodile Dundee, CC BY-SA 2.0, Link Their accents are smoother and more mellow. Simply put, it softens the a sound in words like "hat," "that," "cat," etc. Australian developed from colonists in the south of
England. This is called a glottal stop, and is used in several languages and accents.[1] 5 Drop the R sound from the end of words and replace it with an "ah." For example, instead of "forever," you would say "forev-ah." Instead of "car," you'd say "cah." This is somewhat similar to the Boston accent, however it is softer and less pronounced. The most
commonly mimicked Aussie accent is a rough, messy, casual and animated style. However, starting with the exaggerated "oi" can help you while you learn. Words ending in a G are cut off, so that "catching" sounds like "cat-chn." In many ways, this makes Australian similar to an informal American English, a comparison that will serve you well as you
practice. [AU]She'll be right - It will work out fine. Instead of the I sound ("eye") in "like," "might" or "try," you want something more like an "oi" sound, though not quite so pronounced. The accent itself requires using your tongue, cheeks and lips to almost "chew" the words as you say them. You'll notice for an American T that your tongue pushes off
the rough of your mouth. Nothing gives the game away more than the look of horror in someones eyes as they encounter their first 20cm long spider.If you're thinking of blending in when travelling to or moving to Australia (with a company like Ausmove), you can now almost pass as a local!Author: Alina Maul. What similarities do you see between
words? To make it, focus on rounding your lips as you say the I sound in "write" "live" or "spite." You don't want to fully commit to the "oi" sound, so that you say "wr-oite" or "l-oi-ke." You just want a subtle, rising tone on your I sound. Way → w-aye Date → d-aye-t. Sometimes called the "Australian Question Inflection," this little trick is common in
everyday Australian speech. This part of the accent is regional, as there is no one exact Aussie accent. That → Th-eht. Pay attention to vowel sounds, as these are the basis of a good accent. Think of cutting your word off right after you start the R sound. Strueth!' [AU]Thongs - Flips Flops [AU] - known as Jandals in NZTogs - Swimsuit [NZ &
AU]Swimmers / cozzies - Swimsuit [AU]Relies - Relatives [NZ & AU]Whinge - Whine/ complain [NZ & AU]Check out this comprehensive list of Aussie Slang.So mates, there you have itThere's a variety of ways to make yourself sound more like the locals, so that you're accepted by the locals. There's so many to learn, but this is a small example of the
kind of thing you'll encounter. 2 Turn your hard A sound into an "aye" The hard A in "way" or "mate" almost sounds like an "eye" sound. These slang words differ across the states too - what one person says in NSW won't be the same in WA.Common Kiwi and Australian Slang WordsAmbo - Ambulance. [NZ & AU]Maccas - McDonalds. River → Riv-ah
Care → Kehr. It is somewhat of a compound sound, like you start with an A and then slide your voice into an I sound. Oftentimes the Australian accent cuts words short. If you're stuck, ask some questions in your normal voice, noting how you change pitch at the end, and try again.[2] 8 Adjust your "a" sounds to "ah". [AU]Arvo - Afternoon. [NZ &
AU]Goon - A bag that boxed wine comes in. The best way to learn this is to hear it from a real Australian. [NZ & AU]Hard bro - eg “hard bro, hard”, agreement [NZ]Hard out - complete agreement [NZ]How ya doin? [NZ & AU]Bro - Brother or good friend [NZ & AU]Bubbler - Drinking fountain [AU]Chocka - Full 'That esky is chocker with beer mate'
[NZ & AU]Crikey - This isn't actually that common any more, but it's an exclamation - Crickey! [AU]Crash here - sleep here [NZ]Cuz / Cuzzy - Cousin. [AU]Fizzy drink - Soda/pop [NZ & AU]Gidday / G'Day - A shortened 'good day' which is a colloquial greeting. Aussies have a million and one slang words. A lot of slang is due to Australians trimming
their words, as above. Australians have some of the most relaxed accents in the world, so instead of can't, say kah-nt, and instead of aunt, say ah-nt. To do this, try not to move your tongue so much. - How are you today?
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